No. NIC/ Dated: 06.06.2016

**Sub: Request for Information under RTI act, 2005 by “Sh Sushil Kambampati”**

This is in response to the RTI query received from Sh Sushil Kambampati dated 27.05.2016. The queries along with the inline response are specified below:

**Q.1** Was NIC a target of Suckfly? Were any of NIC’s systems breached by Suckfly?

*Ans:* There are no identified indicators or any reported incident of Suckfly in NIC based on the log analysis. There are no evidences either, that any of the NIC’s systems were breached by Suckfly.

**Q.2** If NIC was breached, on what dates did the breach occur?

*Ans:* Not Applicable.

**Q.3** Does NIC know the identity of other Indian Government Organizations that were breached by Suckfly? If so, please provide the name and address of the target(s)

*Ans:* No, NIC did not receive any information about Suckfly breach in any Government Organization.

**Q.4** Was NIC or Indian Government informed by Symantec of the breach by Suckfly?

*Ans:* NO, NIC didn’t receive any information about Suckfly breach from Symantec.

(Mayank Jaiswal)  
*Scientist-B*